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IT Assessments can be a time-consuming, laborious and manual process. Network Detective Pro not only streamlines the 

process through automation, but it also gives IT professionals the enhanced network visibility they need to discover, resolve and 

report on every issue and risk in their organization’s IT environment.

IT ASSESSMENTS MADE FAST, 
EASY AND AUTOMATED

With Network Detective Pro, you gain 360-degree visibility into your organization’s network through 

automated data collection for on-premises, cloud and remote users and devices.

Get greater control over your IT environment

Network Detective Pro ensures all network, asset and end-user data is up to date, saving valuable time 

when resolving problems or identifying opportunities in an ever-changing environment.

Troubleshoot issues faster

Unlike other reporting tools, Network Detective Pro gives you the power to decide which reports you 

want the tool to automatically generate and distribute. No need for hours of manual work or complicated 

Excel formulas to create a comprehensive overview.

Automatically generate any report you need

Prioritize your work based on Network Detective Pro’s dynamically generated IT management plans. 

Every issue and risk is scored by severity and includes recommendations on how to address them.

Stay focused on the most important risks and issues

Demonstrate value to your organization’s leadership, identify areas of improvement or new opportunities 

within the company and justify increased resource needs with the help of executive infographic summary 

reports. Deliver professional-looking reports with your organization’s branding.

Show corporate leadership your value



Data Collectors Automatically collect data ad hoc, or scheduled, from the systems on a network

Automated/Scheduled Scans 
and Reporting

Scans can be scheduled on a recurring basis so that up-to-date data is available as 

you need it.  Reports can also be automatically generated on a recurring schedule 

and emailed or saved to a folder.

Proprietary Data Analyzer Detection of the most important IT issues based on industry best practices.

Configurable Risk Scoring
Ability to customize which IT issues are reported and how important they are 

presented in an assessment

Brandable Reports
Brand reports with your company info, logos, colors and images, ensuring they are 

brand-consistent and ready to present.

High-Level Executive Reports High Level reports describing executive-level IT issues

Network, Security, Exchange, 
SQL Server Assessments

A top-to-bottom look at a company’s IT infrastructure by deploying a  

data collector

Azure AD and Infrastructure 
Assessments

A top-to-bottom look at a company’s Microsoft IT infrastructure

Automated Management Plans
Prioritized plan of action that includes the risk along with details on the items  

(e.g. – users, computers) that have the issue.

Full Network Documentation Understand every network-connected asset in a business’ environment

Deep Dive Layer 2/3 Discovery List all major network devices and understand how they are connected  

on a network

Workflow Integrations with 
PSA software

Automatically create support tickets from scan data for your helpdesk team to 

resolve

Online Data Explorer Web-based access to  network data via dynamic drill-down interface 

Automated Deployment with VSA
Automate the deployment of network and local data collectors as part of your 

RMM deployment strategy

Exportable reports and 
documentation to IT Glue

Automate the creation and maintenance of on-premises and cloud data 

documentation

Discovery Agents  Lightweight, streamlined data collection agent that can be configured to scan 

sites individually or on a bulk basis.

Interactive Data Sets and Reports
Live data sets that can be manipulated and updated in real-time as the  

data changes 

Integrations with ITGlue, 
PSAs, VulScan

Utilize vital functionality from integrated Kaseya applications 

AWS Infrastructure and Services 
Inventory

Provides a detailed view of Amazon Web Services (AWS) infrastructure

Microsoft 365 Assessment 
(SharePoint, Teams, One-Drive 
and Outlook).

Provides a detailed view of Microsoft 365 infrastructure and services

Customizable Technical Reports
Reports are output in editable file formats, enabling you to easily customize them 

and/or combine them with your other report materials.

Network Detective Pro FEATURES
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How it WORKS
It’s a snap to set up Network Detective Pro to schedule recurring scans, automate report generation and more.

• Install the Report Automation Server software at your data center. This is the central hub you will use to schedule and 

control Network Detective Pro. 

• Install the remote data collector(s) on any convenient device attached to the network. If you have multiple networks, you can 

install a data collector in each one. 

• Install Discovery Agents on any Windows, Mac or Linux device not connected to the network. 

• Configure and save your AWS or Microsoft Cloud connection credentials. 

• Create a schedule for the scans and select the report(s) you want to produce.

Network Detective Pro combines the feeds from the data collectors, agents and cloud scanners to produce a complete set of 

network documentation at the interval you set and automatically creates and saves your reports and can share them via email. 

You can also view and interact with the collected data at any time using the Network Detective Pro Portal.

Remote Data Collector

Remote Data Collector Discovery Agent Discovery Agent

Cloud

Network Detective Pro
Online Portal

Windows Mac Linux

Network

Azure AWS

Report Automation Server
RFT Cloud Server

Workgroup Remote Device Work from Home Device

Reports Dashboard PSA Exports

Network Detective Pro
Application

Remote
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The NETWORK DETECTIVE PRO Portal

Solve IT problems faster by interacting with your assessment data, anywhere at any time, using the Network 
Detective Pro Online Portal.

Get the data you need when you need it

Troubleshoot issues quickly and efficiently

With the Network Detective Pro Portal, you can now access an online dashboard with preconfigured reports and 
interactive raw data sets automatically collected and organized by Network Detective Pro. The dashboard is updated 
with every new scan, giving you an overview of your network’s security posture. You can also view on-demand 
reports using pre-set filters for specific information and even export assessment data into other applications.

With access to network assessment information online and on demand, you can get the specific data you need to 
complete projects more efficiently and keep your networks running smoothly.

As an IT professional, you are continually tasked with managing and maintaining a variety of systems and network 
environments. When something goes wrong, you need to be able to troubleshoot the issue quickly and efficiently. 
Now you can avoid spending hours combing through endless administrative menus, or hundreds of pages of reports 
and logs, to find the information you need.
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Use our printed reports to keep  
NETWORK ISSUES AT BAY
One Platform. One Hundred Reports. Unlike other reporting tools, Network Detective Pro turns data into presentable 

information. It presents the analysis, organizes the data, highlights the issues, includes recommendations and gives you control 

of the output to share with others. You decide which reports you want to run. You brand them with your organization’s logo, 

colors and choice of image and layout. You can even edit and customize them to your heart’s content. Set up email distribution 

lists to have Network Detective distribute reports internally to relevant stakeholders.

Here’s a small sample of available reports:

• Consolidated Risk Report

• Baseline Network Management Plan

• BDR Needs Analysis

• Consolidated Management Plan

• Full Detail Change Report

• Layer 2-3 Detail Report

• Layer 2-3 Diagram

• Mobile Asset Detail Report

• Quarterly Business Review

• Security Policy Assessment

• SQL Server Detail Report

• Azure AD Assessment

• Configuration Change Report
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of Network Detective Pro today.

Are the networks you manage secure? Do you have the tools to keep them risk-free? Contact us 
today for a demo of Network Detective Pro and get a spot-check cyberattack risk assessment of your 

own network at the same time.

Request a demo and sample a test of your own network

Get a demo 

Complete

• An affordable subscription that is 

sufficient to cover multiple office 

locations 

• Increase efficiency with less time 

spent on gathering data and 

analysis  

• No extra cost for either accessing 

all the upcoming  

IT assessment scanners and 

reports or adding internal users

• Schedule the time and frequency 

of the data collection, along with 

the reports you want to generate 

automatically. 

• Automated updates of online 

portal and reports 

• Automated generation and 

distribution of printed report

• Collects detailed information 

on every asset, including those 

not physically connected to the 

network 

• Identifies all risks from  

misconfigurations, network 

vulnerabilities and user threats 

• Supports all environments, from 

on-premises to remote, to cloud

Priced rightAutomated

The No. 1 automated IT ASSESSMENT SOLUTION 
for IT Professionals

https://www.rapidfiretools.com/network-detective-pro-risk-assessment-demo/
https://www.rapidfiretools.com/network-detective-pro-risk-assessment-demo/

